A rthur Goss's photographs of the people and places of early-twentieth-century Toronto are some of the most well-known historical images of the city. Goss-in his professional capacity as the City of Toronto's rst o cial photographer-snapped thousands of photos of subjects such as living conditions in the city's immigrant neighbourhoods and the progress of public works projects. Approximately 26,000 negatives of Goss's work that survive at the City of Toronto Archives have served as documentary evidence for historians, the focus of numerous exhibitions, and even inspiration for Michael Ondaatje's novel, In the Skin of a Lion. Simply put, these photos are an essential part of Toronto's public memory.
In Picturing Toronto, art historian Sarah Bassnett provides a new perspective on the importance of Goss's work and the culture of photography in Ontario's capital during the early twentieth century, a period when the ueen City experienced tremendous population growth, an in ux of di erent immigrant groups, and the transformation of its urban environments. Winner of the 2017 Heritage Toronto Book Award, Picturing Toronto calls for a greater awareness of the impact of photographic images in the creation of the modern city. Photographs, argues Bassnett, "did not simply document the changing conditions of modern urban life in early twentieth-century Toronto; rather, they … were central both to the constitution and to the negotiation of urban modernity" (3-4).
Bassnett draws on a critical analysis of liberal governmentality as a theoretical underpinning of the book. Liberalism here refers to more than a political party or ideology; instead, it is an encompassing mode of governance that "operates through the production of freedom and the corresponding constitution of self-regulating subjects" (4) via the intersection of representations and institutions. In this regard, Picturing Toronto adds to the growing list of historical studies that have examined the impact of the "liberal order" system of government on Canada (particularly in the century a er 1840) since the Section II, "Liberal Subjects, " focuses on the people of Toronto; or more specically, how photography represented specific populations as subjects in relation to the ideals of liberal individualism. Again, photography served as a key tool for municipal government and reform advocates seeking public health and other improvement measures in e Ward, home to many of the city's working-class central and eastern European immigrant groups. Picturing Toronto also analyzes how the Globe, Toronto World and other publications portrayed these ethnic groups through the camera lens with varying degrees of sensationalist fear and assimilationist aims, re ective of these organs' class biases and readerships. e book's nal chapter attaches a biographical lens to the work of Arthur Goss, and photography's dialectic of emotion and rationality. Whereas Goss's artistic works emphasized individualism, his professional photographs o en depicted subjects in need of-or having bene ted from-urban reform.
Picturing Toronto has many strengths. Most immediately striking is its impressive publishing quality. Featuring more than eighty photographic reproductions of various subjects during an era of tremendous change in Toronto, this book should appeal to a popular readership as well as a scholarly audience. In addition, Bassnett's emphasis on the central role of photography provides a new layer to our knowledge of immigration, municipal reform, and city building in Toronto during a transformative era in its history. e book also bene ts from numerous moments of comparison between Toronto and other modern cities facing similar issues. In fact, such comparison begs the question: to what degree did the liberal order play out di erently in Toronto, with its prominent use of photography in reform circles, compared to other Canadian cities? Ultimately, Bassnett convincingly reminds us that historical photographs are not simply a mirror of past reality; instead, they are complex documents that embody the motivations, values, and subjectivities of the photographer and those who disseminated the image. And it is this complexity that makes photography a remarkably rich source in the study of the past.
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